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I. Introduction

In the wake of the 2016 Brexit and U.S. presidential elections, the major platform companies including Facebook (and Instagram), Google (and YouTube), and Twitter implemented significant changes in the scope of the products and services they offer as well as their policies for working in institutional politics, especially in the context of digital political advertising.¹ For example, all three companies rolled out verification processes for political advertisers and ad databases for the public. Facebook ended commissions on political ad sales and its “embed” program with campaigns.² Google placed restrictions on political microtargeting and Twitter ended political advertising entirely and placed restrictions on what it has named “cause-based” advertising.³

This paper analyzes the policies and products of platform companies with respect to digital political advertising in the U.S. Our focus is on social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, Reddit, and YouTube) and the advertising capabilities that you can access through them, as well as Google search and the Google display network. We chronicle the state of play in these policies and products, revealing the lack of standardization across these platform companies. Importantly, we ask what platforms appear to be solving for with respect to changes that are seemingly both designed to safeguard and strengthen democratic processes as well as protect these firms from external scrutiny and criticism. Given the justifications that platforms

give for their changes and the effects these changes are likely to have, we examine the inevitable tradeoffs between different and often competing democratic values. This paper advances a set of recommendations for improving the transparency and consistency of digital political advertising across platforms while mapping different normative positions on the democratic ends that paid political promotions advance.

We base these arguments on empirical research conducted over the past year analyzing the paid political content policies and advertising products of the major platform companies, in addition to the relationships between platforms and the field of political practitioners. During this time period, our research team at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Center for Information, Technology, and Public Life (CITAP) compiled comparative data on the products, services, and policies of platform companies in the context of digital political advertising, as well as relevant legislation at the federal and state level. A separate research group issued a report more broadly on digital political ethics that drew on interviews and a two-day workshop with digital political practitioners and platform company representatives. This group discussed digital political advertising extensively and outlined four broad ethical principles that should guide practice and policy in this space: prioritizing democratic participation, protecting election integrity, increasing transparency, and ensuring fairness and consistency in the application of rules governing political speech on platforms.

Based on this research, we argue that there is a significant lack of standardization in platform political ad policies and products. There are, for instance, highly variable definitions of what constitutes a political ad, with platforms (except Google) not defining political ads in the same terms as the Federal Election Commission (FEC). As a consequence, understanding platforms’ policies and potential

---

4 These reports and web resources can be found at https://citapdigitalpolitics.com/.
regulatory interventions is unnecessarily difficult. At the same time, there is a lack of standardization when it comes to political ad databases, and there is a limited connection between what these companies make public and FEC rules in other domains, such as television advertising. This ultimately hampers the transparency of the political sphere in the context of digital electioneering.\(^6\)

In the context of the lack of FEC rules or even guidance, new democratic issues have inevitably arisen with respect to platform roles in electoral politics. The final section of the paper reveals the democratic rationales that Facebook and Google specifically have espoused publicly in making significant changes to their political advertising policies and products, while also discussing how much of the change in platforms’ paid content policies and products have likely come in the context of platforms reacting to external stakeholders and journalistic scrutiny.

These rationales are grounded in specific arguments relating to the potential harms posed by digital political advertising—such as the potential for misinformation and the lack of visibility into paid political speech—although they are often simply asserted and lack empirical grounding. Even as they have implemented these changes, we suggest that platforms might be solving for the wrong things, while recognizing that change inevitably involves trade-offs with other democratic values. To take one example here, while all the major platforms have rolled out new rules around things such as the verification of political advertisers to ensure they comply with federal and state laws, as they have done so they have unwittingly favored larger campaigns and consultancies and wealthier candidates that have comparatively greater resources to address new and constantly

changing requirements, raising fundamental issues of electoral fairness.

II. The Current State of Play: The Lack of Standardization in Platform Policies in the Context of Paid Political Speech

The scope of digital political advertising policies and products that exist are dizzying across the leading platform companies. On one level, this diversity has afforded strategic political communicators with a much greater variety of means for appealing to the public than during the broadcast era of American politics. It has also lowered the costs of purchasing paid political speech, which scholars have shown has allowed a greater range of actors to engage in paid political advertising. Meanwhile, the sheer variety of ads and the diversity of the platforms that they run on has meant that engaging citizens in contexts that are meaningful to them is more likely. All of which suggests that digital political advertising promotes electoral participation.

To illustrate this diversity, we provide an overview of the major, accessible platform companies and the suite of different products and services they offer in the context of digital political advertising.

*Google Ads (including YouTube)*: Parent company Alphabet has multiple advertising-related products and platforms. Google Ads (previously AdWords) includes search engine advertisements, banner ads, video ads (including YouTube), and Gmail ads. Google’s Display & Video 360 platform connects to the larger programmatic media-

---


8 See Katherine Haenschen & Jay Jennings, Mobilizing Millennial Voters with Targeted Internet Advertisements: A Field Experiment, 36(3) POL. COMM. 357 (2019).
buying ecosystem outside of Google-managed advertising inventory. According to our research, Display & Video 360 has minimum spending requirements that make it inaccessible to smaller campaigns, so we do not include it in our analysis.

*Facebook and Instagram:* Advertisements on Facebook, Instagram, Facebook’s Audience Network and Messenger are all run by boosting a post or in Facebook’s Ad Manager. Currently, political advertisements are not allowed on Facebook Audience Network or Messenger, leaving Facebook and Instagram as the primary carriers of political advertisements. The rules for advertising on these platforms are mostly the same, though ads on Instagram must follow Instagram’s Community Guidelines in addition to Facebook’s. Currently, WhatsApp (also owned by Facebook) does not carry ads.

*Reddit:* Reddit’s advertising platform is significantly more limited than the other companies. Its barebones capabilities and ambiguous rules are likely why it has not been adopted by many advertisers and serves as an interesting point of comparison to Google, Facebook, and Instagram.

*Snapchat:* Similar to Reddit, Snapchat’s smaller and younger user base compared with Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube has largely kept it from being widely used by political advertisers. However, its approach to political advertising moderation and transparency raises interesting alternative approaches.

---

Twitter: Twitter has banned political advertising. But by defining what is prohibited “political content” and what is restricted “cause-based” content, Twitter’s rules are an interesting and informative point of comparison.

Across these platforms, there are significant differences in policies and products when it comes to digital political advertising. To analyze this, we compiled existing public information on platform policies and contacted staffers at all the platforms to confirm our information (Facebook, Google, and Snapchat responded).

As Table One reveals, at the time of this writing (April, 2020) there is a broad lack of standardization in a number of different platform political advertising policies. We focus here on what is especially problematic from the perspective of democratic elections; namely, definitions of political advertising. Google is the only company that limits its definition of “political” advertising to paid content that references candidates, government officials, parties, and ballot measures. Every other definition of “political” by platforms is comparatively much broader, including Facebook’s inclusion of “any social issue in any place where the ad is being run” and Reddit’s “public communications relating to a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition of political advertising</th>
<th>Facebook (including Instagram)</th>
<th>Google Ads (including YouTube, search, display, and video)</th>
<th>Reddit</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both election-related and broader issue ads.</td>
<td>Ad that influence candidates, government office holders, political parties, and any issue on a state ballot.</td>
<td>Both election-related and broader issue ads.</td>
<td>Both election-related and broader issue ads.</td>
<td>Both election-related and broader issue ads.</td>
<td>Twitter differentiates between political content, for which advertising is banned, as well as cause-based content, for which advertising is allowed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Ad Library</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Reaction to State Laws | Prohibits state and local political ads in Washington state. | Prohibits state and political ads in MD, NC, NE, or WA. Both ads run in CA and NY but require additional fees. | Reddit: “Does not accept ads related to ballot measures or candidates for US state or local elections.” | Snapchat: Does not ban political advertising, but allows candidates for state or local elections to run ads. | Twitter: Prohibits promotion of political content but allows cause-based ads. Twitter also prohibits harmful content and inappropriate content, which includes personal attacks, sensitive topics, and inappropriate content. Advertisers must follow all laws. This includes election interference by foreign entities. |

| Relevant advertising policies | Advertisers cannot include audience-based demographics for discrimination purposes, call out personal attributes as ads, and make rules titles based on political issues. Advertisers must follow all laws. This includes election interference by foreign entities. | Google’s ads policies prohibit inappropriate statement content and misrepresentation. Political advertisers may not target ads based on race, sex, or religion. Advertisers must follow all laws. This includes election interference by foreign entities. | Reddit: supports election ads for national US elections. Political ads on Reddit require human review. Reddit reserves the right to reject ads as it deems fit, regardless of politics. Advertisers must follow all laws. This includes election interference by foreign entities. | Snapchat: Does not allow hate speech, harassment, or bullying and bans misleading and deceptive content. Snapchat says they fact check all political ads. Generic statement that advertisers must follow all laws, explicitly includes election interference by foreign entities. | Twitter: Prohibits promotion of political content but allows cause-based ads. Twitter also prohibits harmful content and inappropriate content, which includes personal attacks, sensitive topics, and inappropriate content. Advertisers must follow all laws. This includes election interference by foreign entities. |

| Relevant community guidelines | “Inciting violence” which prohibits election interference, diminishing election integrity, and voter suppression. | Bans “false content,” harassment of cyberring, threats, and voter suppression. | Probation of threats, harassment, or bullying and the posting of personal information. | Snapchat prohibits “harmful & bullying” as well as “false speech & false information,” which only bans false information that causes harm. | Relevant rules include the ban on “false content” and “harmful behavior.” On the more direly political front, Twitter specifies that no election interference is allowed on the platform. |

| Labeling and disclaimer requirements | Ads are required to include a “paid for by” statement. | Ads are required to include a “paid for by” statement. | Ads are required to include a “paid for by” statement. | Ads are required to include a “paid for by” statement. | Previously, political ads required a “paid for by” statement. It is unclear if cause-based ads also require this statement, though these ads have to verify their identity. |

| Targeting restrictions specific to policies | Political ads cannot run on Facebook or the Facebook Audience Network (FAN). There are no other restrictions on political advertisements regarding targeting. | Google only allows for targeting by age, gender, and geo-location as well as with contextual targeting related to the content of the ad. | None. | None. | Cause-based advertising cannot use geo targeting more specific than the state, province, or region level, and cannot target “political content” or prohibited advertisers, or political campaigns or organizations. |

| Content restrictions specific to politics | None. | None. | None. | None. | None, although Reddit prohibits “content that depicts harassment or overly contentious political or cultural topics or issues” in all advertising. | Cause-based advertising can’t have the “primary goal of driving political action, legislative, or regulatory outcomes” as this would make them “political content” which is banned in paid ads. |

| Verification and authorization | Personal identities verified through government-issued ID and a U.S. address. Ads are only served through government resources such as an EIN number. | Ads are not subject to personal information privacy restrictions. | Political advertisers on Reddit are subject to personal information privacy restrictions. Although Reddit does not specify what information is required. | Political ads on Snapchat require human review. | Individual names using cause-based ads must verify their association with a government issued ID or organizations’ registration requires tax info or other government-issued organizational identification. |
political issue." While easier to enforce, Google’s definition makes its policies substantively different from those of other companies. For example, Google does not apply its political advertising policies to ads that touch on political issues without referencing candidates, government officials, parties or ballot measures; Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, Snapchat, and Twitter do.

As a material consequence, this means that in practice such things as the disclosure of paid political content will be significantly different across platforms. Despite the lack of clear federal regulation or enforcement compelling them to do so, all platforms require “paid for by” information on any political advertisement. However, even though all platforms require information on who paid for political ads, their differing definitions of “political” mean that users on one platform may see “paid for by” on messages that users on another platform would not. The same applies for targeting restrictions specific to politics—what platforms define as political determines the targeting and data products that campaigns and causes will be able to avail themselves of across platforms. Meanwhile, differences in the scale of platforms likely shape the approaches they take for moderating political speech. Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube not only have over a billion users each, but their respective ad platforms (Facebook Ad Manager and Google Ads) have millions of advertisers as well.

---


17 The FEC has been plagued by partisan gridlock and it is currently operating without the necessary number of members to meet quorum to make decisions. Daphne Thompson, The Long Wait for Updated FEC Rules for Internet Ad Disclaimers, CAMPAIGN LEGAL CTR. (June 19, 2019), https://campaignlegal.org/update/long-wait-updated-fec-rules-internet-ad-disclaimers [https://perma.cc/5XV5-4KHN].

Reddit, Snapchat, and Twitter’s user bases and ad platforms pale in comparison. Reflecting this, Reddit and Snapchat require every political advertisement to go through human review and specifically cite that they do not necessarily follow their stated policies; they treat political ads on a case-by-case basis.¹⁹ On the other hand, Facebook, Google, and YouTube rely on an opaque combination of algorithmic screening and human review of political ads.²⁰

Differences in definitions of “political” in turn shapes which ads are included in the ad transparency databases that Facebook, Google, Twitter, and Snapchat rolled out since the 2016 U.S. presidential election in lieu of clear federal rules or guidelines. Facebook and Google began archiving political advertisements that ran on their platforms in May of 2018; Snapchat released its archive of political ads in September of 2019.²¹ These are voluntary efforts, and the companies maintain these databases at considerable effort and expense. However, each of these companies’ definition of “political” has substantially impacted what advertisements are made transparent to the public. In addition, the differing functionalities and data


provided in the databases make comparing the data from them difficult and in some cases impossible.

For example, as detailed above Facebook and Snapchat both use broad definitions of “political.” Because of this, their political ad libraries include ads about political issues such as global warming and the economy in addition to electoral ads about candidates or issue ads referencing state ballot measures. Google’s narrower definition of “political” means their database is limited to ads featuring federal and state officeholders or candidates, federal and state political parties, and state ballot measures. Therefore, ads about political issues run on Google that do not directly reference officials, parties, or ballot measures are not stored for public monitoring. What ads are included in each library is only the beginning of the differences. Snapchat includes the targeting that the advertiser selected in the platform in its ad library, meaning that one can see the interests, gender, age ranges, and geography (including postal code and radius targeting) that the advertiser was trying to reach, or if they brought their own audience segment to the platform (using list-matching). Facebook and Google only provide limited demographic and geographic breakdowns of who the ads reached—their own categories of impression data that they choose to make public—not who ads were actually targeted to. Google does not supply the website that advertisements drive to (while Facebook and Snapchat do), and Facebook does not include the likes, shares, or comments that posts received. Snapchat is the only library of the three to report how much money was spent on an advertisement and how many times it was delivered in exact numbers—Facebook and Google both only provide broad (and different) ranges. Ultimately, spending, delivery, targeting, and what the goal of the ads are all impossible to compare across platforms.

\[22\] Facebook’s ad library includes all ads running across the platform company’s products, including ads for commercial products. Facebook Ad Library, FACEBOOK, https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=political_and_issue_ads&country=US&impression_search_field=has_impressions_lifetime [https://perma.cc/3DWY-Y85Y].
III. Recommendations

We believe there can be relatively clearer approaches relating to public disclosure, transparency, and the standardization of the data that platform companies make available to the public and other stakeholders of democratic elections in the context of digital political advertising.

For other media, the FEC and the Federal Communication Commission together regulate political advertising and create a set of standards for evaluating it and making it public. For example, for broadcast and satellite communications there is a standard set of definitions of what constitutes “advertising” for legal purposes, rules about the ways that ads needed to be disclosed, and dictates for how they should be made available to the public to further the ends of electoral transparency.\(^{23}\) Part of the feasibility of these rules was the industry standardization of the technical formats of ads themselves, which was in part the result of conventions shared across broadcast and cable television advertisers.

One challenge is that digital political advertising comes in hundreds of formats that are platform specific, for example Google search ads, Facebook sponsored posts, or Twitter promoted tweets. And, there are hundreds of actors with touch points in advertising networks that help place ads and buy audiences. At the same time, the FEC has generally failed to create a similar set of standard definitions of political advertising, rules for how ads should be disclosed, and requirements for making political promotional communications available to the public. For example, with respect to digital media, disclosure statements are required for “public communications placed for a fee on another person’s website” by political committees or those who “expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a clearly identified

\(^{23}\) ERIKA FRANKLIN FOWLER, MICHAEL M. FRANZ & TRAVIS N. RIDOUT, POLITICAL ADVERTISING IN THE UNITED STATES (2018).
The lack of standards—when it comes to formats, delivery mechanisms, and definitions of political ads—raises clear democratic concerns over the clarity of the rules that govern digital political advertising, their transparency and justifications (or lack thereof), and ultimately the mechanisms for accountability stakeholders have over the decision making of platforms. To that end, we believe that there are a few steps that platforms and regulators can take to create more standards for digital political advertising to further public disclosure, transparency and, ultimately, democracy.

First, there can be greater standardization in the definition of political ads. To date, each platform has essentially acted alone, making up their own definition as they go along. Even further, they have seemingly been reinventing the wheel, setting their own course without regard to definitional work performed by election law in the context of electioneering. The FEC, for instance, defines an “electioneering communication” as “any broadcast, cable or satellite communication that refers to a clearly identified federal candidate, is publicly distributed within 30 days of a primary or 60 days of a general election and is targeted to the relevant electorate.”

This definition is remarkably similar to Google’s definition of “political” detailed above, and could serve as a standard for platform self-regulation here. Or, at the very least, if platforms choose to go beyond this definition, they should still include and label

25 Id.
advertisements that fit within this definition as such and then work to
develop and defend an industry standard that can potentially govern all
platforms in this space. Simply ignoring the existing legal frameworks
to which other media are held accountable needlessly complicates
researchers and the public’s ability to scrutinize political advertising
on the same terms as traditional media.

Second, and related, following from the lack of standardization
relating to how platforms define “political,” there should be greater
standardization around the disclosure of political ads and the
transparency of paid political promotions. While platforms have done
a laudable job developing their political ad transparency databases on a
voluntary basis, the utility of these databases has been hampered by
the lack of standardization across platforms. Basic categories of
information differ across platforms, including different things being
included entirely based on what is categorized as political. More
broadly how data is reported is highly variable.27 As such, these
differences in the transparency databases leave journalists, academics,
and the public hamstrung in any attempts to understand the scope of
digital political advertising or the influence operations at play online.

If the goal of platform political ad transparency databases is to counter
the personalized information environments fostered by digital media
and micro-targeted advertising, platforms should provide the same
level of transparency into political advertisements that journalists and
the public have into older forms of media, specifically television and
radio.28 Audience targeting strategies were more implicit in traditional

27 See Paddy Leerssen et al., Platform Ad Archives: Promises and Pitfalls, 8
28 Wood & Ravel, supra note 6, at 1256-7. Other experts and researchers have put
forth guidelines for ad archives based on what is needed for high-quality research
and developed frameworks for platform transparency. See Mozilla Foundation,
Facebook and Google: This is What an Effective Ad Archive API Looks Like,
MOZILLA BLOG (March 27, 2019), https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2019/03/27
/facebook-and-google-this-is-what-an-effective-ad-archive-api-looks-like/
[https://perma.cc/59WB-3Q24]. We support these recommendations as well, but here
focus on what forms of digital ad transparency are needed for non-technical users.
media campaigns; the audiences targeted could be deduced based on the television station and show ads were aired on, the time of day they aired, and the designated market area (DMA) they were seen in. To reach this same level of transparency as traditional media, the targeted audience for digital political ads must be made explicit given that geographic location, time, page, or website rarely reveal how an ad was targeted or which actual audiences it was displayed to. This would allow the public to have greater visibility into the communications of campaigns, rivals for the same office and contending parties would be better able to contest one another’s claims, and journalists could hold political advertisers accountable for false or inflammatory appeals as effectively as on television. Even further, platforms should strive to facilitate counter-speech around the micro-targeting of political advertisements to allay normative concerns. Broadly, in line with the transparency around traditional media buys, the aim should be to achieve similar clarity in spending, the dates and duration advertising ran, and the audiences that were purchased.

Finally, platforms, especially Facebook and Google, can be clearer about the existing state of their policies and products in the context of digital political advertising. To construct our table on platform ad policies, for instance, we gathered everything we could find scattered on blogs, in policy documents, through help centers, on interfaces and posts on their platforms, from industry media coverage, and media stories regarding how Facebook (and Instagram), Google, Reddit, Snapchat, and Twitter have differentially embraced their roles as governors of paid political speech primarily from between September and December of 2019. This search had to occur because of, and was made considerably more difficult by, the fact that there was at times no one place to find the policies governing paid political communications on these platforms, policies often changed, and changes were often referred to in numerous parts of platform policy documents. Meanwhile, policies, and changes in policies, were sometimes announced directly to the media, while at other times they were simply
placed on a company blog. Sometimes policy changes were not announced at all, or were released on a CEO’s personal Twitter feed.29

IV. Democratic Tradeoffs

Beyond disclosure and transparency, these platforms have been rapidly rolling out significant substantive changes not only in their policies, but also their political advertising products in the post-2016 environment (See Table Two, data from April 2020). To take recent high profile examples, Twitter banned political advertising, Google announced major changes in what targeting capabilities would be allowed for political advertisers, and Reddit discretely updated its policies to ban advertising about state and local elections and ballot initiatives.30 Facebook adjusted its misinformation policy which now generally exempts political figures and their political ads from being fact checked and allows users to entirely opt-out of political ads and not participate in custom audience targeting.31 Meanwhile, Facebook, Google, Snapchat, and Twitter all continue to update and make modifications to their voluntary political advertising archives.

29 See Dorsey, supra note 12.
Table Two: Platform Targeting Capabilities in Comparative Perspective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Facebook (including Instagram)</th>
<th>Google Ads (including YouTube, search, display, and video)</th>
<th>Reddit</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, gender, and language. Age ranges are selected by the user. No race or ethnicity-based targeting.</td>
<td>Age, gender, and language. Age is targeted through ranges. No race or ethnicity-based targeting.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Age, gender, and language. Age ranges are selected by the user. No race or ethnicity-based targeting.</td>
<td>Age and gender. Age in different ranges such as 24-35. No race and ethnicity-based targeting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic targeting</td>
<td>By country, state, city, postal code, and congressional district. Specific addresses or locations can be targeted with as small as a 1 mile radius.</td>
<td>By country, state, city, postal code, and congressional district. Google no longer allows geographic radius targeting by political advertisers.</td>
<td>By country, state, and demand market area (DMAs are media markets from TV ad buying.) No postal code, congressional district, or radius targeting.</td>
<td>By country, state, region, metro area, and postal code. No congressional district targeting or radius targeting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting by voting history or political party</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in political figures, organizations, or causes</td>
<td>Available. Includes audience categories of people who have liked pages about or expressed an interest in political figures, organizations, or causes.</td>
<td>Updated policies limit political targeting to age, gender, language, and contextual. Contextual places ads on pages that contain keywords like “Democrat.” Search ads are targeted by keywords in search queries. YouTube ads can be targeted by keyword, YouTube channel, or specific video.</td>
<td>Advertisers can target members of political subreddits such as o/democrats, o/republican, o/standforpresident and r/politics.</td>
<td>Snapchat’s only targeting category from its own collected user data relevant to politics is “political news watchers.” However, Snapchat’s integration with data broker Comscore includes targeting categories FOX News viewers, MSNBC viewers, and PBS viewers. There are no targeting categories about political figures, organizations, or causes.</td>
<td>Advertisers can target people based on data that Twitter collects on users, including audience categories of people who look like followers of politicians and people who have engaged in specific topics of conversation. Such audience categories are not allowed for cause-based advertising if they relate to political figures, party affiliations, or political issue preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List matching</td>
<td>Available, called “custom audiences.”</td>
<td>No longer allowed for political advertising, but previously available.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Available, “custom audiences.”</td>
<td>No longer allowed for cause-based advertising, but previously available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookalikes</td>
<td>Available.</td>
<td>No longer allowed for political advertising, but previously available.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Available.</td>
<td>No longer allowed for cause-based advertising, but previously available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data broker integrations</td>
<td>Available. Advertisers on Facebook can choose to work directly with data brokers and other marketing service providers to create custom audiences.</td>
<td>Not available in Google Ads, but is available in DV360 for display and out of YouTube video. No longer allowed for political advertising.</td>
<td>Not clear if Reddit allows data broker integrations. Reddit did not clarify when asked for comment.</td>
<td>Yes, Snapchat includes targeting categories from Comscore, Nielsen, Datalign, Visa, and Placed as its ad manager. Additional data broker integrations can be accessed through partners with LiveRamp, a data onboarding company.</td>
<td>Available, but not integrated into the Twitter ads interface. Advertisers have to have partnerships with third parties such as Oracle. It is unclear if ads can be targeted for cause-based advertising (Twitter did not respond to a request for comment).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the pages that follow we outline some of the justifications that platforms have provided for their changes in digital political advertising and the democratic trade-offs they entail.

**Electoral safeguards versus fairness:** The major social media and digital advertising platforms are accessible to both large and small advertisers. These platforms do not require human contact with the company to start running ads—advertisers can simply create an account and launch a campaign. And yet, as detailed above, since the 2016 U.S. presidential election, all of the major platforms have rolled out extensive new measures to secure electoral integrity, especially verification systems and ad transparency databases. Each platform states that advertisers must follow U.S. law, which includes prohibitions on election interference by foreign entities. All of these things are designed to safeguard electoral systems. As Facebook stated in March 2019, “We’re committed to creating a new standard of transparency and authenticity for advertising.” The former is articulated through the idea that “[p]eople should know who is trying to influence their vote and advertisers shouldn’t be able to cover up who is paying for ads.” The latter is designed for “protecting the integrity of elections—preventing online advertising from being used for foreign interference.”

We believe that both of these things are absolutely necessary. Verification systems ensure that political advertisers are complying with federal law before they run ads, which is a safeguard against foreign interference that can only be caught after the damage is already

---


potentially done, such as occurred during the 2016 election. The latter is an essential tool for transparency around electioneering, which we documented above. However, while these things are unqualified democratic goods, we also see tradeoffs. Verification efforts and requiring data from political advertisers for transparency databases help safeguard elections, but they simultaneously raise the cost of running digital political advertising, which as noted above is much more accessible to non-incumbents and non-elites than advertising during the broadcast, capital intensive era. As such, the unintended consequences of these otherwise democratically desirable changes might have the effect of privileging incumbents and large institutional actors such as professional consultancies over challengers and new entrants to the field.

As platforms, states, and the federal government consider acting, local candidates running their first campaigns with their friends and family as their only staffers are attempting to navigate the same digital political advertising landscape as prominent consultancies such as Parscale Digital and Revolution Messaging. Stopping large, foreign influence campaigns from using paid speech to manipulate elections is important, but so too is helping local candidates reach their communities online and get out their message.

**Participation versus deliberation:** In a series of tweets, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey announced that his platform would be banning all forms of political advertising on October 30, 2019. Normatively, Dorsey pointed to the ways that “internet political ads present entirely new challenges to civic discourse,” including “unchecked misleading information . . . all at increasing velocity, sophistication, and overwhelming scale.” In addition, Dorsey argued that the reach of political speech should be earned, not paid for.

---

36 See Dorsey, *supra* note 12.
What Dorsey claimed to be solving for revealed the democratic values that he was promoting, likely to the detriment of others. In his explicit concern with misinformation and implicit concern with manipulation (made clear in his favoring of organic overpaid speech), Dorsey reveals his understanding of democracy primarily in epistemological terms, especially with the quality of democratic deliberation. Namely, this reveals a concern with good information and an unpolluted public sphere where citizens can meet as equals to discuss matters of public concern.

While this sounds non-controversial, it is worth considering in this context whether political ads on platforms are full of lies. And, to ask whether citizens weigh quality information, even in the best of circumstances, to arrive at democratic decisions? To start, often lost in debates over micro-targeting is the fact that our best available evidence suggests that digital political advertising is often more about mobilization and therefore democratic participation than persuasion, which is comparatively more difficult. As a recent comprehensive study found: “The primary impact of an increase in targeting precision appears to be to allow candidates to reach their supporters more efficiently.” As such, the rival democratic value with respect to political advertising is participation, and the normative concerns should be over polarization and social division, not the epistemological basis of public attitudes or democratic debate. For example, while we lack empirical data analyzing the extent to which digital political advertising contains false claims, we know from interviews with practitioners that their approach to digital political advertising is often premised on supporter identification, list-building, and mobilization. This makes sense. During primaries, candidates will work to differentiate themselves from their rivals by making appeals to various

38 EITAN D. HERSH, HACKING THE ELECTORATE: HOW CAMPAIGNS PERCEIVE VOTERS 146 (2015); Daniel Kreiss, Micro-targeting, the Quantified Persuasion, 6 INTERNET POL’Y REV. 6 (2017), https://policyreview.info/node/774/pdf.
39 Fowler et al., supra note 7.
40 See BALDWIN-PHILIPPI ET AL., supra note 5, at 3.
intra-partisan factions. During general elections, candidates start from the fact that 90% of their partisans will vote with them regardless of who is on the ticket given party identification, and therefore will seek to turnout as many of their fellow partisans as they can. It is only after banking as many votes as they can that campaigns turn to the much harder work of persuasion, which is considerably more difficult.41 In this context, if implemented across platforms, bans on political advertising would likely harm democratic participation, while doing little to change the nature of public debate.

Civil social solidarity versus in-group solidarity: Seemingly, in reaction to debates over micro-targeting, Google has recently moved to limit things such as the types of audiences that political advertisers can target to “age, gender, and general location (postal code level),” which also restricts the use of outside lists (which Facebook allows through its custom audiences).42 The company’s concern is two-fold. First, Google argued that “these changes will help promote confidence in digital political advertising and trust in electoral processes worldwide.”43 Second, along with the ads transparency database, the company had the desire for the “ads we serve to be transparent and widely available so that many voices can debate issues openly.”44 With these changes, it appears that one of the company’s concerns is that micro-targeting facilitates hidden, narrow, and potentially manipulative appeals and therefore incentivizes the most extremist content. In essence, restricting targeting forces campaigns to speak to wider audiences, thus reducing the efficiencies of digital ads, and incentivizes campaigns to appeal to a broader, more inclusive, form of civil social solidarity.

While this seems compelling at first glance, it is clear that in the process of promoting broader campaign rhetoric through limited micro-targeting, the company is simultaneously limiting many forms

41 Hersh, supra note 38, at 141-45.
42 See Spencer, supra note 3.
43 Id.
44 Id.
of speech from political actors to smaller, more cohesive social groups that we would not only see as legitimate, but democratically desirable. For example, research has shown that mobilizational appeals that take into account an individual’s identity, the socio-cultural context, and the networks they are a part of are effective at raising voter turnout, especially for historically marginalized and disenfranchised voters.\textsuperscript{45} Limits on micro-targeting make these contextual appeals all but impossible in favor of broader forms of social solidarity. As such, the trade-off of Google’s decision here comes with respect to narrowing the possibility of democratically desirable appeals to more narrowly-defined social groups, for instance if the NAACP wanted to run advertising campaigns appealing to black voters to get them registered to vote, or immigration rights groups sought to make electoral appeals to Latino voters. In other words, the same affordances that enable the Trump campaign to deploy the rhetoric of “invasion” in ads targeted at those holding the most negative attitudes on immigration also enable other campaigns to mobilize historically marginalized groups.\textsuperscript{46}

\textit{Flawed paid political speech versus no paid political speech:} As more states create digital political advertising laws, platforms will have to decide how to comply with state laws or if they would rather remove political advertising in those localities entirely.\textsuperscript{47} California, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Washington, Wyoming, and Vermont have passed legislation requiring disclosures on political internet advertisements stating who paid for them.\textsuperscript{48} California, Maryland,


\textsuperscript{46} It is worth noting that in not making changes to micro-targeting, Facebook has taken the opposite approach to allowing political actors to efficiently deliver ads to narrow subsets of voters, therefore incentivizing more narrow identity-based appeals.

\textsuperscript{47} For more details on the individual nuances of these state laws and challenges to their constitutionality, see Legal and Regulatory Contexts of Digital Political Advertising: State Laws, CTR. INFO. TECH. & PUB. LIFE, https://citapdigitalpolitics.com/?page_id=44 [https://perma.cc/6GHG-CDPH].

\textsuperscript{48} Victoria Ekstrand & Ashley Fox, Regulating the Political Wild West: State Efforts to Address Online Political Advertising (2020) (unpublished manuscript),
New Jersey, Nevada, and Washington also require that platforms keep records of the political ads within these states. Each platform is careful to say that advertisers must follow state and local laws, but some have gone further in their restrictions on political ads in specific states. Facebook and Instagram prohibit state and local candidate and ballot measure advertisements in Washington, and Google prohibits them in Maryland, Nevada, New Jersey, and Washington, evidently due to the record-keeping requirements. Reddit has banned all advertising for local and state elections and ballot measures, regardless of the state. Each of these platform bans only apply to ads that directly reference local and state races and ballot measures, thus still allowing issue and national election ads to run.

Given the reactions from Facebook, Google, and Reddit so far, more states instituting record-keeping requirements of platforms without a uniform federal law may increase the likelihood that more platforms will ban state and local political advertisements. Indeed, this concern was recently raised in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit’s recent opinion on a challenge to Maryland’s record-keeping statute where Judge Wilkinson noted that the increased legal liability for platforms may make it financially prudent to simply stop accepting these ads.

Paid versus “organic” content: All of the above imply a tradeoff between policy and product changes that, while seemingly desirable on some democratic grounds, may limit the utility of paid political speech and shift the focus of campaigns and other strategic actors to organic content that is less transparent, non-disclosed, and far more likely to be


49 See Legal and Regulatory Contexts of Digital Political Advertising: State Laws, supra note 47.


used to undermine democratic processes. Practitioners themselves point to the fact that organic content is far more problematic on democratic grounds given that extremist rhetoric and mis- and dis-information proliferates online far more through organic shares than paid political advertising.\textsuperscript{52} Indeed, the irony is that paid political advertising can often be used to counter problematic organic speech.

As many researchers of disinformation know, “organic” speech is often not as authentic and transparent as it may seem. Coordinated inauthentic behavior purchased from bots in addition to highly coordinated but still authentic behavior from strong supporters of candidates both muddy the line between organic and paid content.\textsuperscript{53} Organic speech also poses far thornier problems for democracy given broad First Amendment protections of speech that puts limits on potential regulation and the free speech expectations users have for how platforms will treat non-paid political speech.\textsuperscript{54} As such, we believe that journalists, researchers, and platforms must consider what should be done in addition to what should not. The changes platforms are making, such as removing certain types of targeting, may only serve to limit legitimate paid political speech while manipulatively-deceptive political actors may still subvert systems through other, less-transparent means.

\textit{Accountability versus reactivity:} At the same time, while platforms rhetorically situate changes in terms of these democratic values, we also think that a good deal of policy change happens reactively in response to events and external pressure. There is a meaningful distinction between being accountable and being reactive. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, being “accountable” means “liable to be called to account or to answer for responsibilities and conduct; required or expected to justify one’s actions, decisions, etc.;

\textsuperscript{52} BALDWIN-PHILIPPI ET AL., \textit{supra} note 5, at 5, 7.
answerable, responsible.”

In contrast, to be “reactive” refers to: “In general use, that responds or reacts to a situation, event, etc.; esp. (of a person or organization) that reacts to existing circumstances, rather than anticipating or initiating new ones.”

The distinction is important. Being accountable means providing a clear and public framework for justifying decisions. In this case, it would mean justifying platform change on the basis of articulated normative understandings of democracy and empirical evidence on the workings of platforms—not just democratic rhetoric. The opposite, however, appears more often the case. Platforms have been highly reactive, especially to external crises, negative press, and public pressure. They appear to attempt to ameliorate bad news coverage and gain positive coverage through policy and product changes. This is likely not the only external pressure they are susceptible to. Civil society organizations and the research community also shape how they operate, as does the normative pressure exerted by lawmakers and regulators around the world, but the high profile set of scandals since the 2016 U.S. presidential election has been particularly important in shaping the policies and products of platforms. Central among these changes are the implementation of new verification requirements, content moderation processes and standards, ad transparency databases, and in some cases, bans on political advertising and limits on political micro-targeting.

Given continued public pressure, state legislative action, and proposed federal legislation, it is clear that more changes are yet to come. It is hard to predict exactly what these platforms will do next in this context. The challenge is that there is little systematic way of determining what is driving change, it is difficult to find clear explanations of changes or confirm if no changes took place, and there is little accountability regarding platform policies and their enforcement choices. Even more, the unsettled nature of public debate,

unclear definitions of harm, lack of clear empirical evidence, and reactive nature of change produces potentially problematic results.

For example, not only is it often not clear what platforms are solving for when they make changes, as we detailed above there are inevitable trade-offs with respect to democratic values. To-date, although we have many assertions, we have lacked clear and uncontested, empirical evidence regarding the harms caused by digital political advertising on democratic processes.\(^{57}\) Even more, as we outline above, political advertising on platforms poses both democratic opportunities and threats simultaneously, and much of how people interpret and weigh these comes in the context of what they value and prioritize.\(^{58}\) While there is a wide area of consensus over things such as foreign interference in U.S. elections, there is much greater uncertainty over other potential harms and trade-offs between competing democratic values or goods. On this basis, it is not entirely clear what platforms should do to strengthen democracy and further its ends. Often, what is in the interest of democracy is not entirely clear, nor is what understanding of democracy should prevail.

V. Conclusion

Ultimately, over the past two years of product changes and policy updates, we have seen platforms reactively swing from all-inclusive, mobilization-focused, and participation-enabling policies to more transparent, protective, and potentially speech-chilling ones. While Twitter and Google have attempted to promote deliberative democratic ideals while consequently sacrificing the tools that allow political actors to increase participation and mobilization, Facebook has chosen to keep political advertising and microtargeting capabilities despite potential threats to public trust in elections. Each platform has


instituted policies and products that increase transparency into political advertising and give the public tools to hold advertisers accountable thus better ensuring election integrity, but these changes come with higher barriers to enter the political advertising market. During the 2020 U.S. election cycle, tracking changes in platform policies and capabilities will be just as important as tracking political advertising itself. Federal regulation is needed not just to provide clear requirements for digital political advertising, but also standards and common definitions and language. There is great need to correct for the lack of standardization across platforms when it comes to policies and products, which has led to a deeply confusing political ad technology set of rules and functionalities for political practitioners, regulators, and journalists to navigate. For their part, platforms need to continue to increase transparency into their policies and decision-making processes and police the use of their platforms to prevent the multiple failures of the 2016 election cycle, while also carefully weighing the potential consequences of the actions they do take. We must not lose sight of the democratic goods that these digital tools are capable of as we combat their intentional misuse. Solutions cannot only focus on stopping abuses of these systems; they must also promote democratic ends.